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VENUSIAN STRESS DIRECTIONS FROM RADIAL FRACTURES Eric B. Grosfils 
and James W. Head, Dept. of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, R.I. 02912. 

Introduction: Magellan radar images support the contention that Venus has been shaped 
primarily by tectonic and volcanic processes. One fundamental component of regional tectonic 
processes is the remote stress field driving lateral deformation. Although Magellan is revealing 
fine-scaled deformation across broad regionsl, current estimates of differential stress states are 
limited primarily to areas of intense linear tectonic deformation and c o r ~ n a e Z ~ l ~ - ~ .  While other 
efforts have established stress orientations using small compressional ridges6.7, pervasive 
resurfacing may interfere with this technique in regions dominated by volcanism. This abstract 
presents a preliminary summary of regional stress orientations determined through examination of 
volcanic structures exhibiting radial fractures. It is assumed that these fractures, interpreted as the 
surface manifestation of dikes emplaced laterally from a centralized magma bodyl-*~9-1°J1, 
propagated in the direction of greatest compressive stress. Ideally, when intrusive and differential 
far field stresses are superimposed, this produces a pattern which radiates outward from a central 
location before gradually assuming a uni-directional strike as a function of increasing distance from 
the sourcel2. 

Survey: Through examination of all available C1-MIDRs (75N to 75S), 171 volcanic structures 
exhibiting radial fractures were identified (Figure 1). For any given structure three types of 
information were obtained: [I] the clarity of the radial pattern at the source; [2] dominant fracture 
orientations; and, [3] agreement of dominant hcture  orientations with other nearby structures such 
as ridge belts, linear rifts, tessera, or wrinkle ridge-like surface deformation. Each qualitative type 
of information was further broken down into strongly supported, average, and weakly supported, 
based primarily on the isolation of the structure and confidence in the interpretation. 

Over 75% (133) of the idenhfied structures have radial fractures emanating from at least 
180" of arc surrounding their central volcanic locations. Of this 75%, only one third adopted a uni- 
directional strike with increasing radial distance. This suggests that, in most instances, radial dike 
emplacement for any given structure occurred in a stress regime characterized by a minor far field 
differential stress. The remaining 25% (39) of the identified structures exhibit radial fractures 
through less than 180" of arc. While retaining radial characteristics near the volcanic center, and 
thus distinguished from linear fracture belts, in essence this remainder is dominated by more uni- 
directional dike emplacement, suggesting they formed in stress regimes characterized by relatively 
greater far field differential stress. 

Just under 45% (75) of the selected volcanic structures exhibit a firmly identifiable uni- 
directional trend. Of these, only one fifth exist in close association with features whose structures 
support the compressive stress orientation implied by the fractures (for instance, a uni-directional 
set of fractures running perpendicularly into a ridge belt), suggesting either that any given set of 
these adjacent structures formed at approximately the same time or that the far field differential 
stress remained fairly uniform during the interval of time separating their formation. Excluding 
seven structures characterized by a high spatial density of parallel fractures, the remaining four 
fifths are not of sufficient quality to permit confident prediction of stress direction. They may, 
however, represent conditions in which the magnitude of the differential stress is insufficient to 
fully dominate the direction of dike propagation as a function of radial distance, and thus have been 
included in the study. 

Conclusion: From the broader field of 17 1, 19 strongly radial structures and 20 exhibiting uni- 
directional trends are interpreted with sufficient confidence to permit their use as regional stress 
indicators. The majority occur within 30" of the equator, but all are located north of 40s. 
Examining the largest highlands, too few smctures exist to test constructional models of Ishtar 
Terra; however, it is interesting to note that many strongly radial structures exist near the edge of 
Aphrodite Terra, and the few uni-directional structures nearby are oriented perpendicular to its 
border. This suggests the possibility that radially fractured features might be used to test 
constructional models for this region. Although a systematic global pattern is not obvious, we are 
presently examining regional patterns and their relation to regional geology. 
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